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Percussionist Jane Boxall and pianist Rose Chancler met on Craigslist. A simple online 
message, one sentence amid a glowing jungle of classified ads: “Seeking classical 
musicians for collaboration.” It was posted by a pianist with roots in Texas and prior 
residences everywhere from Alaska to New York. It was viewed by a percussionist raised 
in Scotland and living in Illinois and planning on moving to Vermont. To her surprise, the 
pianist had moved to the Adirondacks, not far from where the percussionist intended to 
settle. Intrigued, she responded to the pianist’s post.
 At first, the pairing might seem odd. The repertoire of piano and percussion duets 
doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue of the average concertgoer. Yet Boxall possessed an 
extraordinary aptitude for the marimba, a set of wooden bars that produce sound when 
struck by mallets, and Chancler was eager to hear how that instrument meshed with the 
tones from her grand piano. They agreed to try performing at Chancler’s concert series in 
Elizabethtown, just to see how it all went. People liked them. More importantly, they liked 
playing together.  

What do pianos and marimbas have in 
common? Ask the “Ricochet Duo.”

By Benjamin Pomerance

CloserThan You Think
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19 Seven years later, they’re still at it. 
Christening themselves “Ricochet Duo,” the 
two purveyors of percussive instruments have 
played everywhere from the Eastman School of 
Music to the Tribeca Performing Arts Center to 
the Chautauqua Institution. On May 3, they’ll 
arrive in Saranac, performing more than a half 
century’s worth of dance music for the Hill and 
Hollow Music series. They’ve evolved into 
conversationalists without words, saying things 
through piano and marimba keys that no oration 
could ever fully relate.     

	 But	 their	 first	 statement	 comes	 from	 just	
being there. There’s a message in the way 
that these artists from completely different 
geographic areas, distinct artistic backgrounds 
and	 wide-ranging	 life	 journeys	 managed	 to	
find	each	other.	And	there’s	an	impact	in	their	
musical	 alliance,	 joining	 the	 forces	 of	 two	
instruments that seem exceedingly different, 
yet actually are extraordinarily alike.   
 They’re offspring of the same musical family. 
“Technically, the piano is also a percussion 
instrument,” Boxall explains. “Percussion 
instruments are those where sound is made by 
striking, shaking, or scraping actions, and the 
piano’s sound comes from hammers striking 
strings. And the marimba, like the piano, is a 
chromatic keyboard instrument.”   
 That’s why Chancler and Boxall accentuate the 
artistic closeness of their collaboration. “We look for 
music where the piano and marimba are equal partners, 
not so much a soloist-accompanist relationship,” Boxall 
states. They remain watchful for such pieces. “We look 
for new repertoire that complements or balances our 
existing programs,” the percussionist says. “Some salt 
to add to the caramel, or some extra-sharp cheddar to go 
with the tomatoes.”   
	 Their	bill	of	fare	in	Saranac	provides	plenty	of	flavors	to	
share. For instance, the concert offers a relatively traditional 
tango by beloved Argentinean mastermind Astor Piazzolla. 
Yet	there	is	also	a	rhythmically	angular,	sonically	stratified	
tango that Igor Stravinsky composed shortly after moving 
to America. Then there is El Punto, a shimmering work 
that Ricochet Duo commissioned from Lucas Guinot, a 
composer specializing in “new tango” pieces. 
 Ragtime pieces by Brooklyn-born Harry Breuer capture 
the	heyday	of	vintage	Vaudeville	houses	and	jazz’s	initial	
inroads. Yet William Bolcom’s far more contemporary rag 
Old Adam also hearkens back to the Roaring ‘20s — but 
through	the	lens	of	a	people	who	have	evolved	in	jazz	and	
blues experiences since those earlier days. And for sheer 
virtuosity, it’s hard to beat the rags of George Hamilton 
Green	—	the	“first	rock	star	of	the	xylophone,”	according	
to Boxall — and their cascading waterfalls of notes.   
 The dances even reach the realm of the “far out.” Red 
Norvo’s Dance of the Octopus was shockingly avant-
garde	at	its	premiere	in	1933,	a	chamber	jazz	masterpiece	
with lopsided, underwater-esque melodies. Today, some 
listeners might have the same reaction to the minimalistic 
works of American writer Marc Mellits, whose forward-
driving Exposed Zipper appears on the Saranac program.   
 All told, it’s an afternoon of enormous diversity. Yet 
perhaps most staggering of all is the similarity holding 
the entire thing together: the fact that this disparate 

collection of composers all decided to write dances. 
Commonly, one would describe Stravinsky and Piazzolla 
and Bolcom and Mellits in varied and divergent terms. 
Here, though, they gather under the same umbrella, 
stylistically separate but united, at least in the broadest 
sense, in their compositional goals. 
 Part of it, Boxall explains, comes from dancing’s 
universality. “Dance is movement,” she states. “Personally, 
I think the whole purpose of being a musician and 
performing live is, hopefully, to move people, to make a 
connection.” To her, coming together in the same place to 
hear and move with live music helps satisfy that craving for 
connectivity. “I think this continued need for connection, 
for movement, for tactile and shared experience, is 
perhaps why composers keep writing dance music, why 
we keep playing dances, and more generally why dances 
and dancing remain appealing.”  
 Indeed, through a wider lens, it says something about the 
entire	musical	arena.	In	a	field	where	commentators	often	
emphasize the contrasts between eras or among various 
pieces, the parallels are frequently overlooked. Yet even amid 
a group of seemingly dissimilar composers, resemblances 
abound if viewed from the proper perspective. 
 And it makes sense that Boxall and Chancler would 
identify the right viewpoint. After all, this is a duo that 
found how nicely their outwardly contrasting instruments 
can play together. This is a duo that discovered how 
separate locations and differing backgrounds are 
overcome by a shared passion and a timely Craigslist 
posting. They’ve learned the lesson from experience. No 
matter how different they seem, things may always be 
closer than you think.       

The Ricochet Duo performs on May 3 at 3 p.m. in the 
United Methodist Church on Route 3 in Saranac. For 
more information, call (518) 293-7613 or email hillholl@
hughes.net. 

Opposite: Rose Chancler (seated) 
and Jane Boxall.

Right: PercussionistJane Boxall.  
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